
 

 

 

  



 

 

 
 

 
 

 
ULTIMATE INTEGRATION is about connecting you to the loving Divine energy 

that permeates everything.  
 

And this energy is ultimately who you are at your core. 

 
Energy healer and channel, Christina Lopes, welcomes you to this one-of-a-kind 

workshop, where she channels a beautiful healing energy that comes to work with 
you on multiple levels. 
 

In ULTIMATE INTEGRATION, you will experience a powerful Divine energy that 
heals mind/body/soul.  

 
Here’s a closer look at this 2-day workshop, including what it can do for you! 
 

 
EXACTLY WHAT IS THIS “ENERGY” AND HOW IS IT USED? 

 
The energy that Christina channels is in essence, everything That Is. It can be seen 
as the energy of Creator, Universe, God, or whatever you want to call it.  

 
This energy can also be called: unconditional love. 

 
We are all a part of it and at the same time, we are it. But so many times, we 
cannot feel this universal truth simply because we get caught up in the mechanism 

that is responsible for our sense of separation: the mind, or ego. 
 

Christina channels this Divine energy in a powerful way (through her energy 
centers or chakras), and it comes to heal you in a profound sense.  
 

From physical disease and impairments, to psychological and emotional issues, to 
energetic blocks (in the chakras)...the energy helps heal on all levels. 

 
And once the initial connection to this energy is made, it will continue with you, 

much like a long lost love who has finally returned home.  
 
It will become a permanent part of who you are in this life.  

 
 



 

 

 
WORKSHOP FLOW 

 
Here’s a closer look at how the workshop is structured. 

 
 

 
 

1- Create Roots 

 
The 1st part of ULTIMATE INTEGRATION is about grounding you and creating a 
sense of “oneness” with all that is. 

 
 We start off with a short discussion on the ego, why it exists and how it 

creates an illusion of separation. 
 

 Then we move into quieting the mind. Here, you are guided by Christina in 

powerful visualization meditations, which help decrease mental chatter and 
get you in-tune with the healing energy.  

 
 



 

 

 
 

 As your mental chatter quietens down, you will begin to feel just how 
powerful Divine energy is! 

 
 As you begin to connect more and more with the energy, we move into 

chakra work. Here, we discuss chakras and begin to do 

visualization/connection work with these beautiful energy centers. 
 

 As part of the chakra work, Christina specifically focuses on the lower 3 
chakras—the roots of the entire system—which she considers the foundation 
for profound inner transformation. 

 
2- See & Cleanse Your Past 

 
The 2nd part of the workshop deals with the past—both in terms of mental 
memories, as well as energetic imprints left in your energy field (your aura). 

 
Christina uses Divine energy in guiding the group through a powerful regression, 

where you can actively identify past traumas and memories that you wish to 
surrender to the loving energy. 

 
We oftentimes think that our current issues have everything to do with past 
experiences in this life. But the deeper truth is that we come into this present life, 

already with energetic imprints and memories from other lifetimes. 
 

And these memories can significantly limit our lives. 
 
By seeing these memories (energetic and mental), we can then make a conscious 

choice to surrender them to Divine, for release and transmutation. 
 

Once you see and surrender a memory, its energetic imprint is cleansed and you 
can start anew, with a higher vibrational frequency and more alignment with your 
true self (which is pure spirit!). 

 
After the group regression, Christina uses some of her favorite tools to help each 

participant better “digest” and work through the regression experience: 
 

A. Journaling 

B. Drawing 
C. Word art 

D. Christina’s original Soul Rhythms class—a free-form dancing meditation 
that helps release energy and connect to your inner self! 
 

 
 

 
 



 

 

 
3- Connect To... 

 
After your energetic foundation has been reset by Divine energy (through all the 

chakra & regression work), that’s when the real fun starts! 
 
Christina uses the energy, along with specific exercises/guided meditations to 

connect you to four important and unique components of One: 
 

a. Your Heart Center. This is also called your 4th chakra—the bridge that 
connects the entire chakra system and also the direct connection to your 
expanded consciousness.  

 
It is through the heart center that you connect and to the all-knowing part of 

who you are...your Higher Self. 
 

b. Your Higher Self. It may seem odd to think, but there is an expanded 

version of us that lies outside our physical bodies. The Higher Self can be 
seen as a pure part of ourselves, directly connected to Source.  

 
It is the part of us without mind or matter. And it is unaffected by karma 

or any other memories of past lives.  
 
For this reason, our Higher Selves are our most cherished ally, if we can only 

connect to them! It is not uncommon for us to live multiple lives without 
connecting to or even knowing about this part of ourselves.  

 
But that will all change once you get to know your Higher Self. Life will never 
be quite the same! 

 
c. Your Guides. There are so many benevolent, loving, ascended beings that 

are always available to help us. All we have to do is call upon them and 
connect to their energy.  
 

On a more personal level, we all have at least one personal guide: 
responsible for guiding us through this current life, whether we know about 

them or not.  
 
Christina helps you connect to your personal guide so that you can walk 

through life with this strong ally always in your conscious awareness.  
 

Guides are like best friends: they tell you what you need to hear, not 
necessarily what you may want to hear! And that is such a blessing, is it 
not? 

 
 

 



 

 

 
 

d. Your Power Animal. In the same way that we all have personal guides to 
help us, we also have “animal spirit guides”. Your power or spirit animal 

is truly powerful and once you connect with it, you will see your life change 
in many ways.  
 

It is said in shamanic tradition that a spirit animal chooses you, not the 
other way around. Once you know which animal has chosen you, it becomes 

a constant companion in life, guiding you and teaching you so much about 
yourself. 
 

Christina uses her Soul Rhythms dancing meditation in order to connect 
people to their power animal. It’s an amazing experience that will change 

your life! 
 

That’s it!  

 
Christina finishes off this powerful and life changing workshop by teaching you how 

to remain connected to Divine energy at all times. 
 

 
WORSHOP OUTCOMES 
 

ULTIMATE INTEGRATION is in essence about embodying your true nature while 
in human form.  

 
Here are some of the possible workshop outcomes: 
 

1- Feeling Rooted. You will be connected to earth, more centered, at peace. A 
majestic tree cannot grow tall into the sky without having strong, deep roots.  

 
2- Being Aware. Our ego work will help you stay present and mindful in your day-
to-day life. Awareness brings peace and calmness into our lives. 

 
3- Feeling Connected. Once you connect to the four different components of One, 

you will be able to walk through life in unison with Spirit. You will leave this 
workshop with the tools and skills to remain connected to these Divine parts of who 
you are—even when life gets crazy! 

 
4- Expanding Your Consciousness. Not only does this workshop focus on 

connecting you to your “roots” but it also helps you expand into the skies! Your 
connection with your Higher Self will bring a true awakening of your inner potential. 
 

5- Feeling Whole. The integration of various parts of who you are brings a natural 
feeling of “wholeness”, of centeredness. The many fragments of yourself that are at 

times kept out of reach become permanently integrated in you. 
 



 

 

 
6- Being Healed. The connection and integration work, along with the direct 

effects of Divine energy will heal you on multiple levels. But please remember: 
sometimes, a “healing” may not constitute what our minds want or expect. Divine 

energy is infinitely wise and knows exactly what you need in your life and what a 
“healing” is for you at this particular moment. 
 

 
Once you leave this workshop, the energy will remain palpably present on your 

body for days or even longer! Some of Christina’s clients report sensations and 
experiences for weeks after experiencing the channeled Divine energy. 
 

And that’s how your deep, long-lasting transformation begins! 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
To learn more about ULTIMATE INTEGRATION and/or if you would like to 
connect with Christina, please email: 

 
info@christina-lopes.com 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
Scroll down for a more detailed workshop schedule! 

 
 



 

 

 
 

WORKSHOP SCHEDULE 
 

Day 1: Create Roots & See the Past 
 

 Introductions: “Why are you here?” circle. 

 
 Brief overview of Ultimate Integration and general workshop flow. 

 
 Brief discussion on ego—what Christina calls “the Master Filter”. 

 

 Quieting the Mind: 
o Awareness 

o Draining awareness from the mind to lower chakras  
o 1st contact with the channeled energy 

 

 Connecting to your energy centers: Chakras! 
o Drawing the chakras 

o Guided visualization exercises of the chakras 
o Guided chakra meditations. 

 
 Regression: using the energy to help cleanse your past! 

o Memory journaling 

o Guided group regression 
o Journaling immediately after the regression 

o Still & alone time to integrate the accessed memories. 
 

 Expanded View exercise 

 
 End the day with Christina’s Soul Rhythms! 

o Integrate the energy with this free-form dance/movement meditation 
 

 After we finish the day, you receive an email with: 

o Workshop tools (Chakra infographic, etc.) 
o An audio guided meditation to help you integrate our work together! 

 Integration Meditation 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 



 

 

 
Day 2: Connect! 

 
 Divine energy is used to help you connect to: 

o Heart Center 
 Heart Light guided meditation 
 Visualization exercises 

 Eyes of Source exercise 
o Higher Self 

 Guided Ascension Meditation 
 Journaling 

o Guides 

 Guided Beach Meditation 
 Journaling 

o Power Animal 
 We use Soul Rhythms to connect to your power animal 
 Journaling 

 
 Discussion: “What now? How do I stay permanently connected?” 

 
 End the day and workshop with a group energy session! 

 
 
 

 
 

  
 
 

 


